Hugo bowling balls with tandem girl
down country road over hill crest is
projected into unseen wrongway traffic
two full football teams riding are
polo ponies on a baseball
diamond carrying A K
Russian rifles and M-16s
in the bowling alley Gogone and others
in his regiment fire down the lane
from a prone position knocking off
the spare finally felling pinboy
perched out of sight over the set up
on a pinball machine Hug is wild
while onlookers spread powders
in neat lines on the glass until
Gone can no longer see the game
Ungaretti is plowing center field
with a team of stone horses
tilting the bally rig
at Rockefeller Center many dogs
yelp snarl in the rink
where walking the chihuahua
H shoes them off and
guides the thing to sniff out spot
to take his teeny crap
Hunting Gogo pulls back bow
to play it like a saw or bass
music making large game running
to stop stands still
on mostly startling hunting meats
eating hotdog at the Hope troupe show
Gog opens a can of World War II
standard oil and drinks it slow
with relish and Hugo
Over a football field giant flippers hang
flipping the every move of the wings
a hockey guy begins to kiss
the goalie through the mask
as he disrobes to go to goal
it has become a glimmering girl
in sheep's clothing pretending
to be the vanguard and his gang
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